SMC 2016 CONFERENCE GENERAL INFO AND POLICY
Dear SMC Participants,
Welcome to Budapest!
Please, find below some general information and policy regarding the conference attendance and social events.

Coffee breaks at SMC 2016
The Coffee breaks will be served at InterContinental Budapest Hotel and Sofitel Chain Bridge Hotel simultaneously.
Each SMC Attendee is authorized to take part on the Coffee breaks from Monday to Wednesday.
Coffee breaks on Sunday are open for invited people only.
Remark: Those Presenters and participants who are in the session at Sofitel Chain Bridge Hotel before the Coffee breaks
have to take part on Coffee break at Sofitel Chain Bridge Hotel.

Welcome Reception and Lunches at SMC 2016
Entrance to Welcome Reception and lunches will be based on ticketing at SMC 2016.
Tickets are printed based on the requested services by the Attendees during registration in advance. No modification is
possible onsite.
Lunch tickets have different colours connected to the Lunch spots and days.
SMC Attendees have to follow the scheduling on the given Lunch tickets!
Welcome Reception and Lunch tickets will be collected before the events at given spots.
Participants are entitled to enter Welcome Reception and have lunch only with a valid ticket!

Banquet at SMC 2016
Transporting to the Banquet spot and take part on it will be based on ticketing at SMC 2016.
The Banquet can be approached via conference Buses - each Bus group has unique IDs - please check your ticket and be
there on time!
B1, B2, ..., B7 shows the bus group on the ticket, and the departure time is indicated also.
Banquet tickets will be collected at the Bus departure.
NO APPROPRIATE TICKET = NO ENTER TO THE BUS
You must not change the tickets and buses.
IMPORTANT:
Please note that in case if you lose your ticket which ensures you to take part on a given event, you will not be able to
participate on this event, so you are kindly asked to keep your tickets in your badge holder. Similarly, if you miss the
banquet bus, unfortunately you will not be able to participate on the banquet as well.

Badge
All registered participants are asked to show up at the registration desk to collect the conference kit, tickets and the
badge. Please, check you conference kit at once, because there is no additional pendrive and digest are available later.

The badge must be weared during the entire period of the conference. If you lose it, please, ask a new one, it costs USD
40 or EUR 35 or HUF 10000.
If someone is found without a badge, he/she will be asked to wear it. The hotel guards will ask one to leave the hotel,
who failes to present his/her own badge.

ATM
There is an ATM machine at Hotel InterContinental, it provides HUF only.
You can find an OTP Bank office on Deák Ferenc utca, where you can withdraw foreign currency.
Hotel guests can change money at the hotel front desk all day around.

Thank you for your understanding!
Have a great conference and enjoy the amazing Budapest!
Yours sincerely,
Organizing Committee of SMC 2016
www.smc2016.org

